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Mr. Munir Khan Born in Kota, Rajasthan, India . Mr. Munir Khan spent much of his youth in Kota, a
pastoral town in Rajasthan where his father was a Army Lt. Col in British period and retired as
security officer in ACC factory. Mr. Munir Khan says, as a boy growing up surrounded by a very
normal environment, he had no inkling that he would one day pursue self ayurveda/science. A
passing interest in ayurvedic medicines foreshadowed Mr. Munir Khanâ€™s decades-long career. The
narrative of his early years does not feature childhood mentors or life-changing epiphanies, but it
tells a story of hardscrabble self-discovery propelled by chance and scientific curiosity. In 1972, Post
graduation degree in hand, Mr. Munir Khan pursued his self research studies in the field of
ayurvedic medicine and explored the micro herbal based formula for body revival.

Scientific freedom is a theme that runs through Mr. Munir Khanâ€™s mind. Mr. Munir Khan about the
unifying theme of his research career, which has spanned more than Three decades to the subject
of body revival. Mr. Munir Khan has spent much of his career in research of inventing a formula
which helps to treat almost all kinds of incurable diseases. However, his long journey through
science & Ayurveda is chronicled in quests as diverse as unraveling the formula without which
treating of many diseases would not have been possible. Although Mr. Munir Khan recently made
waves for his provocative stance on the fiercely contested existence of body revival, he is best
known for his ability to detoxify the body , taking out d dead and toxic cells from body which ends up
giving benefits in treating many aliments /diseases like Cancer, Brain Tumor, Heart Blockage,
diabetes etc by removing free radicals ,carcinogen, harmful lipids, and triggering beta cells for more
production of insulin.

Indian System of medicine, Aurveda is unique in recognizing at first rejuvenation, not only as
possible, but assigning it priority over treatment of other ailments, To achieve rejuvenation, various
body purification processes (Shoshanna) were adopted by the ancient hermits / ascetics which we
term as â€˜detoxificationâ€™ in modern science. After detoxification, to further revive the ageing body,
Rasayana (rejuvenation) therapy was initiated. The precise selection of divya herbs and where then
action of each plants was determined by the doctrine of Rasa. Virya, Vipaca, Guna and Karma of
the plant.Rasayanas were thus, specific remedies for rejuvenation (Body revival) especially for the
aged and were so powerful that they could also treat incurable diseases. With this therapy, all
tissues, glands and organs, however inactive, started to function in harmony. Rasayana is the
Ayurvedic science of rejuvenation and longevity. Body-Revival is one such â€œRasayanaâ€• developed by
Health Reactive, is a unique micro herbal formula which dissolves completely the harmful deposits
and flushes out the toxins (Mala) though urine and stool.
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Munir Khan - About Author:
a Dr. Munir Khan  has spent much of his career in research of inventing a formula which basically is
for detoxification of bad cells from body but helps to treat almost all kinds of diseases. However, his
long journey through science & Ayurveda is chronicled in quests as diverse as unravelling the
formula without which treating of many diseases would not have been possible. Although  Munir
Khan recently made waves for his provocative stance on the fiercely contested existence of body
revival, he is best known for his ability to detoxify the body , taking out the dead and toxic cells from
body which ends up giving benefits in treating many aliments /diseases like Cancer, Brain Tumour,
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Heart Blockage, diabetes etc by removing free radicals ,carcinogen,  harmful lipids, and triggering
beta cells for more production of insulin.
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